
THE HAPPY ENDING IN THE STORY OF MY LIFE AS A TRUCK DRIVER

What to expect in the first year as a new truck driver. The really stupid and expensive incidents, could end up costing
you your driving job. Nowadays, it's a fact of life for new professional drivers, to be on the road for several weeks
Related > One Simple Rule to Being Happy in Your Trucking Career.

Modern satellite technology makes it possible to know exactly where drivers are. Jose was sweet and friendly.
Trucking was my dream first. Change has to happen at the federal level. Love on the Road: Listen Here! End
the collusion to depress wages. They could also be having a relationship on the side. Here are some tips to
help you and your trucker find your happily ever after: Spend time alone together. My health is also better. As
a female out here by myself, I take extra precautions. Check out at his black-bearded mug, that beefy chest,
those steel-cord forearms. Are you engaged? What about this occupation might appeal to you? Driving five
years. Long distances make for long distance Truck drivers spend a lot of time on the road, making your
relationship long distance most of the time. I promise they will treat you well. Loretta Posey has been a
long-haul trucker 10 years. Now Ms. Chat us up in the comments below! School buses. I cook my own food
now. The company pays them well below market wages. Driving a long-haul tractor-trailer is as commonplace
as the items that drivers carry, from blue jeans to blueberries, from toilet paper for Walmart to farm machinery
bound for export. Magnified Trust Issues Trust is an issue for many couples that get to see each other every
day. He got sentenced to 21 years for attempted murder. When all of this happened, my daughter went through
a really hard time. Driving three years. That was 45 hours. For truckers with families, it can be even more
difficult. Yes I'm sure. We are in it now, let's give it the three months we have until we go home for our first
week off.


